In collaboration with our partners

«The Tuesday Hearts»
Block 12
20 x 25 cm 8’’ x 10’’ sewing margins not included

General points:
Hearts and labels patterns do not include the sewing margins. These appliqués are applique using the
raw edge technique. Measures for the “Crazy” assembly strips are given at random with a 7 mm (1/4”)
margin around.
Please, read all the instructions before creating your block.

Cutting:









In a tone on tone withe-off or light grey print of fabrics scraps : several strips of 3 to
4.5cm (1 1/8’’ to 1 3/4’’ ) wide and 25 cm (10’’) long. Cut them as and when you are
making your background crazy.
In coloured scraps (here we use variations of pink and white): several strips of 3 à 4.5
cm (1 1/8’’ to 1 3/4’’) of wide. You will choose the length of the strips. Cut the strips as
and when you are making the crazy of the hearts.
In a white-off fabric scraps : 1 ractangle of 10 x 12 cm (4’’ x 5’’) in order to create the
labels
In a thin batting : 3 « hearts » patterns (slightly smaller than the pattern)
Pink embroidery cotton (or matching the colors of the block)
Temporary fabric adhesive (like 505)

Realisation:
Pattern 1 :
Sew the off-white strips together, in an irregular manner in order to create the “crazy” effect.
This assembly should measure 22 x 27 cm (8 5/8’’ x 10 5/8’’) sewing margins included. Iron well all the
seams on the back, by following the same direction.

Pattern 2: to create the « Crazy » of the hearts, do the same as for the patter 1 with your coloured strips.
You can sew them around a central piece to obtain a new and different effect than the background “Crazy”.
This assembly should measure 25 x 25 cm (10’’ x 10’’), sewing margins included.

Pattern 3 : In this coloured assembly, cut out 3 hearts, without adding sewing margins.

Pattern 4: On the white-off rectangle of 10 x 12 cm (4’’ x 5’’) , with a transparent sheet, copy the words
« Life », « Joy » and « Love » (or words of your choice) and draw the blue box around them. Embroider the
words with a back stitch, using the cotton of your choice. Cut out by following the blue lines. You have your
3 labels.

Pattern 5: Place a label on each heart and keep it in place with a cross stitch on each angle.
Put some temporary fabric adhesive on your heart-shaped batting. Paste each one on the back of your
hearts made of fabrics.
Put some temporary fabric adhesive on the back of your 3 hearts and place them on the block background.
Applique them by following the alphabetical order of the patterns by using primitive stitches all around (3
threads). You can quilt on each side of the assembly seams of the hearts “crazy”. Choose a cotton with a
colour that matches your fabric.

Your block 12 is complete and measures 21.5 x 26.5 cm (8 ½’’ x 10 ½’’) sewing margins included. Nathaly
created it for you!

